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ABSTRACT 
Square complex matrices A, B are said to be consimilar if A = SBS- ’ for some 
nonsingular matrix S. Consimilarity is an equivalence relation that is a natural matrix 
generalization of rotation of scalars in the complex plane. We survey the known forms 
to which a given complex matrix may be reduced by unitary consimilarity and 
describe a canonical form to which it may be reduced by a general consimilarity. We 
derive a useful criterion for two matrices to be consimilar and show that every matrix 
is consimilar to its own conjugate, transpose, and adjoint, to a real matrix, and to a 
Hermitian matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote by M, the space of n-by-n complex matrices. For A E M,, we 
denote the tranpose by A’, the complex conjugate by A, and the Hermitian 
adjoint by A* = AT. The Grunsky inequalities from the theory of univalent 
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analytic functions [5, 111 involve two forms, one Hermitian and one symme- 
tric: 
Q1(x) = x*Ax, XECn, AEM,, A=A*, 
Q2(x) = xTBx, XEC”, BEM,, B=BT. 
For some purposes it may be useful to have both forms diagonal, so it is 
natural to ask whether there is a nonsingular S E M, such that both S*AS 
and SrBS are diagonal. If A is nonsingular and this simultaneous diagonaliza- -- 
tion can be accomplished, one checks easily that S’(A- ‘B)S is diagonal; 
this necessary condition is also sufficient [9]. 
Diagonalization of a matrix via the mapping A + S ~ ‘AS is not the usual 
concept that arises in linear algebra, but it is not completely unfamiliar. 
Motivated also by problems in function theory, Takagi showed in 1924 [20] 
that if A E M, is a complex symmetric matrix (A = AT), then there is a 
unitary U E M, such that 
0.1) 
is a nonnegative diagonal matrix. This can be thought of as a theorem on 
diagonalization by unitary congruence, or as a special singular-value decom- 
position for symmetric matrices; but if we set S = U*, this says that S-‘AS is 
diagonal, and the matrix S that accomplishes the reduction to diagonal form 
may be chosen to be unitary. Takagi’s theorem has been rediscovered 
repeatedly. See, for example, [15] in 1939, [19] in 1943, [ 131 in 1944, and [lS] 
(perhaps the most commonly cited source of this result) in 1945, all published 
in the same journal. A more recent rediscovery is in [3]. Apparently none of 
the authors of these papers were aware of any of the previous proofs. 
To formalize the relations we have been discussing, we say that two 
matrices A, B E M, are consimilar if there exists a nonsingular S E M, such 
that A = SB?‘; consimilarity is an equivalence relation and expresses the 
change-of-basis formula for a basis representation of an antilinear transforma- 
tion [lo]. A matrix A E M, is said to be condiagonulizuble (respectively, 
contriangularizuble) if it is consimilar to a diagonal (respectively, upper 
triangular) matrix. It is known that A E M, is contriangularizable if and only 
if all the eigenvalues of M are nonnegative [22, 81; it is condiagonalizable if 
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and only if u is a diagonalizable matrix with nonnegative eigenvalues and 
rank A = rank fi [8]. 
We write A 2 B if A is similar to B, A ” B if A is consimilar to B, and 
A fl” B if A is permutation similar to B; permutation similarity is both a 
similarity and a consimilarity relation. 
A nonzero vector x E C n such that A? = hx for some h E C is said to be 
a coneigenvector of the matrix A E M,; the scalar A is a coneigenvalue of A. 
If x is a coneigenvector of A and Af = hx, then 
so the nonnegative scalar ]h] 2 must be an eigenvalue of M If A is 
contriangularizable and S’AS = A is upper triangular, then the first column 
of S is a coneigenvector of A and hence A must have at least one 
coneigenvalue. See [12, Chapter 41 for more discussion and examples of these 
concepts. 
It is instructive to note that when n = 1, ordinary similarity of a given 
matrix A E M, is a trivial (identity) relation, but consimilarity is a complex 
rotation. That is, if s = ee”’ with u > 0 and 8 E IX, then ~a.-’ = e2”a is a 
rotation of the complex number a by the angle 28. Thus, consimilarity may 
be thought of as a generalization to n-by-n matrices of the familiar notion of 
complex rotation of scalars in the complex plane. This notion is very different 
from another, and perhaps better-known, generalization of rotation, viz., 
multiplication by a unitary matrix. The ordinary polar decomposition theo- 
rem says that for each matrix A E M, there is a unitary U E M, such that 
UA is a Hermitian matrix, which is usefully thought of as a generalization of 
the notion of a real scalar. Thus, in this sense every matrix A E M, may be 
“rotated” (by unitary multiplication) into a matrix analog of a real number. 
We shall see, however, that every A E M, is consimilar not only to a 
Hermitian matrix but also to a real matrix, so in this sense as well every 
A E M, may be “rotated” (by consimilarity) into a real matrix. 
In the next section, we examine simple forms to which a complex square 
matrix can be reduced by unitary consimilarity and the special forms that can 
be achieved under certain assumptions analogous to ordinary normality. 
Section 3 describes the canonical form (analogous to the ordinary Jordan 
canonical form) that can be achieved under a general nonsingular consimilar- 
ity. Section 4 is devoted to applications of the general canonical form. We 
give a useful criterion for consimilarity of two matrices and show that every 
matrix is consimilar to a real matrix, every matrix is consimilar to a Hermitian 
matrix, and every matrix is consimilar to its own conjugate, transpose, and 
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adjoint. These results may be thought of as generalizations of the fact that 
any complex number may be rotated into a real number as well as into its 
complex conjugate. 
2. REDUCTION TO SPECIAL FORMS BY UNITARY CONSIMILARITY 
Schur’s triangulaxization theorem says that every square complex matrix is 
unitarily similar to an upper triangular matrix. However, the example 
A= ’ ’ 
[ 1 -1 0 
shows that fi may have no nonnegative eigenvalues at all, and hence not 
every square matrix can be reduced to triangular form by consimilarity, let 
alone by unitary consimilarity. In this section we survey several forms to 
which a square complex matrix may be reduced by unitary consimilarity. 
Apparently motivated by applications to electrical network theory, Youla 
[22] found that any square complex matrix is unitarily consimilar to an almost 
triangular matrix of a special form. That is, given A E M, there is a unitary 
U E M, such that 
UAUT= t-L_; Ll 1 (2.1) 
where Q E M,, is block upper triangular, A E Mn_Bk is upper triangular, and 
0 I k 5 [n/2]. The upper triangular matrix 
6, * 
A= 82 
.‘. 
I E Mn-2k, ai 2 0, (2.2) 
0 6 n-2k 
corresponds to the nonnegative eigenvahres h, = 812,. . . , Xn_2k = 6,f_,k (if 
any) of fi, and the matrix 
l M2k, & E M,, (2.3) 
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is block upper triangular. The %by-2 matrices Oi that are the diagonal blocks 
of 52 correspond to the negative and/or nonreal eigenvalues Xi of a in the 
sense that 
!qi = 
Ai * I 1 0 Xi’ i = 1,2 ,..., k. 
Implicit in this decomposition is the fact that for any A E M,, the matrix AA 
has an even number of negative eigenvalues that occur in equal pairs, and an 
even number of nonreal eigenvalues that occur in conjugate pairs. If AA has 
no negative or nonreal eigenvahres, the almost triangular SJ block is missing in 
(2.1), which then reduces to an upper triangular form only. If the dimension 
n is odd, the triangular A block in (2.1) must be present, and hence a square 
complex matrix of odd dimension must have at least one coneigenvector and 
coneigenvalue. 
No assumptions about the matrix A E M, are needed to achieve the 
almost triangular form (2.1), which may be thought of as an analog for 
consimilarity of the Schur unitary triangularization theorem for ordinary 
similarity. Of course, for normal matrices, the Schur triangular form becomes 
diagonal, and for complex symmetric matrices (2.1) becomes diagonal. Thus, 
complex symmetric matrices may be thought of as an analog for consimilarity 
of the normal matrices for ordinary similarity; every normal matrix has a 
complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors, and every symmetric matrix has a 
complete orthonormal set of coneigenvectors. 
It is not necessary to assume as much as symmetry about A E M, in 
order to achieve a more specific decomposition than (2.1) under unitary 
consimilarity. Herbut, Loncke, and Vujicic [7] have shown that if &i is 
normal (a class that they call congruence-normel), then there is a unitary 
U E M, such that 
UAU*= t! I _! 
[ 1 oh ’ 
where 2 E M,,, ME Mn_Pk, and 0 I k I [n/2]. The matrix 
(2.4) 
i 
IL1 
M= 
CL2 
E Mn-2k, Pi 2 O, (2.5) 
0 
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is diagonal and nonnegative and corresponds to some, but perhaps not all, of 
the nonnegative eigenvalues h, = p”,, . . . , Xn_Bk = pt_2k of G; the matrix 
2, 0 
Z= 
=2 I ***l EM2lc’ xi E M,, (2.6) 0 =lc 
is block diagonal. The 2by-2 matrices Xi have two possible forms: 
(1) Skew-symmetric blocks of the form 
(2.7) 
correspond to some, but perhaps not all, of the equal pairs of negative 
eigenvalues { - u ‘, - u 2 } of AX. 
(2) Blocks of the form 
zj= p, u 1 1 ep 0’ u 2 0, ~20, 02e9, (2.8) 
correspond to pairs of eigenvalues {ape-“, ape”} of fi that could be 
nonnegative, negative, or nonreal, depending on the phase 
conjugate pair of nonreal eigenvalues of M corresponds to 
type. 
angle 8. Each 
a block of this 
The examples 
A=” 
[ 1 2 0 and A=[_; i] (2.9) 
show that a decomposition of the form (2.4) of a conjugate normal matrix 
may have to contain blocks of the type (2.8) that correspond to real positive 
or negative eigenvalues of G There is no unitary consimilarity that reduces 
either example in (2.9) to positive diagonal form (2.5) because neither is 
symmetric; there is no unitary consimilarity that reduces either example in 
(2.9) to the form (2.7) because neither is skew-symmetric. 
The direct summands (2.5) (2.7) and (2.8) in (2.4) correspond to, but are 
not determined by, the eigenvalues of A& information beyond knowledge of 
the set of eigenvalues of fi is needed to determine the complete decomposi- 
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tion (2.4) of a congruence normal matrix under unitary consimilarity. A 
stronger hypothesis (which is still not as strong as symmetry) implies a 
refinement of (2.4) in which all the direct summands are completely de- 
termined by the set of eigenvalues of fi. 
Vujicic, Herbut, and Vujicic [21] call a matrix A E M, conjugate nmrnu2 
if AA* =A*A. They show that for each conjugate normal A E M, there is a 
unitary U E M, such that 
UAUT= !? _! 
[ 1 0:r 
(2.10) 
where r E M,,, D E Mn_2k, and 0 5 k I [n/2]. The nonnegative diagonal 
matrix 
d, 
D= 
4 
E Mn-~9 di 2 0, (2.11) 
0 
corresponds exactly to the set of real nonnegative eigenvalues X, = 
d;,..., hn-2k= 
- 
dE_2k of AA, and the matnx 
r= EM2k’ ri E M,, 
is block diagonal. The 2by-2 matrices rj have two possible forms: 
(1) Blocks of the form 
rj= Oy 
[ 1 -y 0’ y > 0, 
(2.12) 
correspond exactly to the set of pairs of equal negative eigenvalues 
{ -ys, -y2} of AK. 
(2) Blocks of the form 
rj= P ’ 
[ I e’@y 0 ’ y>o, 0<8<7r, (2.13) 
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correspond exactly to the set of conjugate pairs of nonreal eigenvalues 
{ye”, ye-“‘} of AK. 
There is a strict inclusion hierarchary among the special classes of 
matrices discussed in this section. Skew-symmetric and unitary matrices are 
examples of conjugate normal matrices that are not symmetric. Every con- 
jugate normal matrix is congruence normal (to prove this it is helpful to note 
that A E M, is congruence normal if and only if AA*A* = A*A*A [7, 
Theorem 11.) The examples (2.9) show that there are congruence normal 
matrices that are not conjugate normal, and 
A= ’ ’ 
[ 1 1 0 
is an example of a matrix that is not congruence normal. 
In summary, every square complex matrix may be reduced to almost 
triangular form (2.1) by unitary consimilarity, and progressively more special- 
ized forms (2.4), (2.10), and (1.1) may be achieved under the progressively 
stronger hypotheses of congruence normality ( AA*A* = A*A*A), conjugate 
normality (AA* = A*A), and symmetry (A* = A). 
For many purposes, the general form (2.1) to which any matrix may be 
reduced by unitary consimilarity is not very useful because it is not very 
“canonical”; it may not be readily apparent whether two matrices of a given 
form (2.1) are consimilar, even if both have diagonal blocks A and G of the 
same sizes, and the respective nonnegative diagonal entries ai of A and 
products 52,ai are the same. The problem is that unitary consimilarity (like 
ordinary unitary similarity) has too fine a set of equivalence classes; some 
equivalence classes do not contain a simple useful representative. For general 
nonsingular consimilarity (just as for ordinary similarity) the equivalence 
classes are large enough so that each one contains a useful representative with 
readily apparent structure. 
3. THE CONCANONICAL FORM 
A Jordan block J,,(h) is an n-by-n complex matrix of the form 
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A ~or&zn~~~trix is a direct sum of Jordan blocks. The Jordan canonical form 
J(A) of a square complex matrix A is a Jordan matrix to which A is similar; 
every square complex matrix has a Jordan canonical form, which is unique up 
to permutation of its Jordan blocks [ 12, Theorem 3.1.111. 
A quasi-Jardun block Q2,(X) is a 2n-by-2n complex matrix of the form 
where J,,(X) E M, is a Jordan block. A quasi-Jordan matrix is a direct sum of 
quasi-Jordan blocks. 
A concanonical fnm is a direct sum J $ Q in which J is a Jordan matrix, 
all of whose Jordan blocks Jk(X) have X 2 0, and Q is a quasi-Jordan matrix, 
all of whose quasi-Jordan blocks Q2k(X) have A either real and negative or 
complex and in the open upper half plane. 
The consimilarity analog of the Jordancanonical-form theorem is that 
every matrix A E M, is consimilar to a concanonical form, and the concanon- 
ical form is unique up to permutation of the Jordan and quasi-Jordan blocks. 
The direct summands in the concanonical form of a given A E M, are 
intimately related to the direct summands in the Jordan canonical form of 
u. Once one realizes this, it is straightforward, if somewhat tedious, to 
derive the relationship. A detailed derivation from this point of view is in 
[lo, Chapter IV]. Asano and Nakayama [2] obtained an equivalent version of 
the concanonical form from a structure theorem in a more general algebraic 
setting. Haantjes [6] obtained another equivalent version; see the discussion 
following Corollary 4.5. Jacobsen [16, pp. 49-531 discusses a canonical form 
for a “semilinear” transformation. 
The statement of the following concanonical-form theorem uses the 
consequence of Youla’s form (2.1) that the negative and nonreal eigenvalues 
of every matrix of the form AX must occur in pairs. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
of AA- be 
Let A E M, be given, and let the Jordan canonical form 
J(m = JPO~(~))JJZER(~))J~~~(~))J~~~(~). 
where the respective direct summunds are Jordan matrices with all positive, 
zero, negative, and complex nonreal eigenvalues, respectively (if any). In 
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particular, let 
Jpo@q = J*I(&) @ . * . ~~l,,,jpL$), where all ~~ > 0 and the & are the 
positive eigenvalues of AX, 
INEG(d) = [I,,,(~~)@.l,,,(~~)l@ . * . @ [J,,,(~,)@J,,,(~t)l, where the me t 
pairs of equal blocks and the vi are the negative eigenvalues of 
AK, and 
I,,,(~)~[[J,l(~~)~I~,l(u~)l~ ... ~U,~Y,)~J~.$U,)I~ where there are u 
pairs of conjugate blocks, the yi are the nonreal complex 
eigenvalues of AA-, and Im y, > 0. 
Then there is a non-singular S E M, such that SAS-’ is the concanonical 
fm 
SAS-‘= I@Q = IP~IZ@QN@QC, 
where the direct summands Jr, Iz, QN, and Qc are the same sizes as 
Ipos(G), IZER(u), .lNE,(fi), and &.,(fi), respectively, and they are 
constructed as follows: 
Moreover, the concanonical fnm of A is unique up to a permutation of the 
Jordan blocks that make up IP and I.., and a permutation of the quasi-Jordan 
blocks that make up QN and Qc. 
Notice that & is the only part of the concanonical form of A that is not 
determeed completely by the Jordan canonical form of fi. Although 
JZER(AA) is the Jordan canonical form of Ii, this condition still leaves some 
freedom in the choice of Jz, which must be determined by other properties of 
the matrix A. For example, 
both have the same Jordan canonical form. 
We call the concanonical form under consimilarity that is presented in 
Theorem 3.1 the concanonical form of a given matrix A E M,. The conspec- 
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trum of A [4] is the set of real numbers that appear as diagonal entries of the 
respective Jordan blocks Jmi in (a), I,, in (b), and J,, in (c), as well as the set 
of complex numbers that appear as diagonal entries of I,, in (d) together with 
their complex conjugates in the lower half plane. The multiplicity of a point 
E, of theconspectrum of A is the sum of the sizes of all the Jordan blocks J,,, 
J, or I,, in which [ appears as a diagonal entry if t is positive, zero, or 
:omplex and in the upper half plane; for a complex point 5 in the conspec- 
trnm that lies in the lower half plane, the multiplicity is equal to the 
multiplicity of g. The multiplicity of a negative point 5 in the conspectrum is 
twice the sum of the sizes of all the Jordan blocks I,,, in which c appears as a 
diagonal entry. Counting multiplicities, the conspectrum of each A E M, 
contains exactly n points. The conspectrum of A E M,, together with a list of 
the sizes of the corresponding four types of Jordan and quasi-Jordan blocks in 
the concanonical form of A (not just the respective multiplicities of the points 
in the conspectrum), is a complete set of consimilarity invariants of A; this is 
entirely analogous to the situation for similarity and the classical Jordan 
canonical form. 
Consistent with the degree of uniqueness of the concanonical form 
guaranteed by the theorem, we say that two matrices have the same 
concanonical form if the concanonical form of one differs from that of the 
other only by a permutation of its Jordan or quasi-Jordan blocks. Because 
the consimilarity relation is transitive, and because of the uniqueness of the 
concanonical form, the concanonical form gives a decisive (but perhaps not 
computationally effective) way to determine whether two given matrices are 
consimilar. This is a significant advantage of the concanonical form over any 
of the special forms discussed in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Two n-by-n complex matrices are consimilar if and only 
if they have the same concanonical form. 
The direct summands Jr,, Jz, and QN in the concanonical form of A are 
real matrices; although Qc is not real, it is easy to show that Qc is consimilar 
to Qc. These observations lead directly to the following analog of the fact 
that every complex number may be rotated into its complex conjugate. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A E M, be given. Then A is consimilar to A. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that any nonreal quasi-Jordan block 
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in the concanonical form for A is consimilar to its conjugate &(X). Suppose 
X is nonreal, and consider the following consimilarity: 
= %k(‘) = QBk(‘) * . 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE CONCANONICAL FORM 
We shall show that the consimilarity class of a given matrix A E M, is 
determined by the similarity class of M and a rank condition. We also 
discuss various consequences of this result. 
If A 2 B, then AA - ” BB and rank A = rank B, but, unfortunately, not 
conversely. Consider the following &by-6 nilpotent Jordan matrices: 
J= 
0 1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 0 
Then rank J = rank J’ and 
and J’= 
1 0 0 1 0 II 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 lJ= 000
0 0 1- 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 
0 1 
00 . 
0 1 
0 0 i 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 0 = 0 0 0 
1 
J’j’, 
since .lj is permutation similar to ]I?. But 1 is not consimilar to J’, since 
Jj] = 0 # Jr?_/‘. Thus, a more detailed rank condition is required in order to 
determin; whether two nilpotent matrices are consimilar. 
Let n(a) denote the k-fold alternating product of A and A, i.e., 
fi(A@=A, fi(A+AA, h(G) = AKA, etc. 
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In general, if A, B E M,, we say that A and B satisfy the alternating-product 
rank condition provided 
rankfi(fi) = rankfi(BB) forall k=1,2 ,..., n. 
In the preceding example, _I and J’ do not satisfy the alternating-product 
rank condition, since Jjj = J3 = 0 but _YFy = r3 # 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A, B E M,. Then A ” B if and only if 
(a) u” BB, and 
(b) A and B satisfy the alternating-product rank condition. 
Proof. Suppose A = S- ‘BS for some nonsingular S E M,. Then AA= 
S- ‘BBS and A and B satisfy the alternating-product rank condition, since 
fi(fi) z A(f) when k is odd and h(a) ” fi(BR) when k ’ is even, 
and both similarity and consimilarity preserve rank. 
Conversely, suppose M ” BB. Then the direct summands Jr, JN, and Qc 
in the concanonical forms of A and B are the same (up to permutation of 
their constituent direct summands) because they are determined completely 
by the Jordan canonical forms of AA and BB, which must be the same. We 
need to show that the respective nilpotent summands J/ and 1; are the 
same, and to do so we invoke the hypothesis of the alternating-product rank 
condition Since -/A and JB are real 
($9”. . z z 
J”j” ) zz . ..J.“=(l,“)” and Jzjg...]z= 
and hence the alternating-product rank condition guarantees that 
rank(I.)k = rank(J,B)k for all k 2 1; this follows from the fact that 
rank (u)k/2 = rank ( BB)k/2 if k is even, and rank (AA)(k-‘)/2A = 
rank(B%)(k-1)‘2B if k is odd. Thus, the Jordan blocks that comprise J. and 
1: are in one-to-one correspondence, since the sizes of these blocks are 
uniquely determined by the given sequence of ranks [12, Section 3.21, and 
hence .&’ and 1,” are equal as canonical forms. 
For two nonsingular matrices, the alternating-product 
holds trivially, since all the products have full rank. 
n 
rank condition 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A, B E M, be nonsingular. Then A 2 B ifand only 
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There is another case in which the alternating-product rank condition 
holds automatically, and that is when B = A*. As a consequence, we obtain 
consimilarity results analogous to the fact that every matrix is similar to its 
transpose. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let A E M,. Then A 2 A*, A ” A, and A ” AT. 
Proof. Let A E M, be given. Then G 2 (M)’ = A*A*, since every 
matrix is similar to its transpose. Now, rank B = rank B* and rank B = rank BT 
for all B E M,. Thus, 
and 
Therefore A and A* satisfy the alternating-product rank 
fact that A 2 A* follows from Theorem 4.1. The fact that 
been noted in Corollary 3.3. The final assertion follows 
results, since A - ” A* 
cs - 
- (A*) = AT. 
if k is odd 
if k is even. 
condition, and the 
CS - 
A - A has already 
from the first two 
n 
There is a consimilarity analog of the Witt cancellation theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.4 (Cancellation theorem). Let A E M, and B, C E M,. 
Then 
[t i] 2 [t E] ifandonlyif BEC. 
Proof. If 
then it follows from the alternating-product rank condition for the direct 
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sums that B and C satisfy the alternating-product rank condition. Moreover, 
from which it follows that BE L CC. Thus, B ” C by Theorem 4.1. 
Conversely, if B 2 C, then the alternating-product rank condition for B 
and C implies that the alternating-product rank condition holds for 
Since 
we are done by Theorem 4.1. n 
Theorem 4.1 also yields a short proof of a criterion to determine when a 
given matrix is consimilar to a diagonal matrix; for a direct proof see 
[8, Theorem 4.31. 
COROLLARY 4.5 (Condiagonalization theorem). Let A E M,. There exists 
a nonsingular S E M, and diagonal A E M, such that A = S- ‘A$ if and only 
if AA- is a diagonulizable matrix with real nonnegative eigenvalues and 
rank A = rank U-. 
Proof If A = SAS-‘, then fi= SAnS’ is diagonalizable and has 
real nonnegative eigenvalues. Furthermore, rank A = rank A = rank Ax = 
rank fi Conversely, suppose fi= SA’S-‘, where A is a real nonnegative 
diagonal matrix, so that fi ” An = A’. If rank A = rank A& as well, then 
rank A = rank H= rank A2 = rank A; rank ( G)k = rank Azk = rank A for 
k = 1,2,...; and rankA=rank(M)k+‘= rank ( M) ku I rank ( M) kA I 
rank(fi)‘=rankAk=rankA for k=l,2,...; s~rank(~)~A=rankA’~+~ 
for k=l,2,.... Thus, the alternating product rank condition holds for A and 
A. We conclude that A is consimilar to A by Theorem 4.1. n 
Although every matrix A E M, is consimilar to its transpose, not every 
matrix is consimilar to a symmetric matrix. By Takagi’s theorem (1.1) a 
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square complex matrix is consimilar to a symmetric matrix if and only if it is 
condiagonalizable. 
Theorem 4.1 can be used to construct various different-looking but 
equivalent canonical forms under consimilarity. Let A E M, be given, and let 
L E M, be the concanonical form of A, i.e., A 2 L = JP@JZ@QN@QC. Then 
where 
is nonsingular. Now let ./a be any matrix such that Ja& = Jrj,. Then 
Since Jr 2 Ja by Corollary 4.2, we have 
by the cancellation theorem. Note that Ja is any matrix such that J& = Jr.?,, 
where Jr is the nonsingular part of the concanonical form of A. 
One example of such a matrix Ja is the AsanoNakayama form J’ = J,@H 
[2] where H = H([,)@ . . . @W&J W5,) E f&,,,(L)@ . . . @Hzn,(Ei), and 
We already know that the AsanoNakayama form must be consimilar to the 
concanonical form, and it is not difficult to show that there is a permutation 
matrix P such that PQgk([)PT= H&t). 
Another example of such a matrix ]a is ]a = Jr@ Q1;@ Q& where Qh = 
Q&CA,)@ ... @Qil,(A,>, and A,,..., A, are the distinct negative eigenval- 
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ues of AK, 
Q&pi) 3 O zlk [ I I(&) 0 ’ 
and J( Xi) is the Zi-by-Zi Jordan matrix in the Jordan canonical form of AA 
consisting of all the Jordan blocks associated with the negative eigenvalue hi 
of fi. The direct summand Q& is similarly related to the Jordan matrix 
associated with the nonreal eigenvalues of fi. It was this choice of ./a that 
was used to state and derive the concanonical form in [lo]. 
In the concanonical form A 2 Jr@_& @ QN @ Qc given by Theorem 3.1, 
&, Qw and & are real matrices. Although Qc is not real, we now show that 
it is always consimilar to a real matrix. 
DEFINITION. M~+(R~=(AEM~(R):A= [ _; ;], a,baR). 
It is well known that M, +(lR) is isomorphic to C [I, Exercise 1, p. 61, 
and the following facts are easily verified: 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A, B E M; +(R) be given. 
(a) A is singular if and only if A = 0. 
(b) Zf A is nonsingular, then A-’ E M; +(R). 
(c) AB = BA E M,+(R). 
(d) The equation AX = XA = B has a unique solution X in M, +(lR). 
(e) M, +(R) is a real linear subspace of M,. 
(f) A has a square root in ML +(R), i.e., there exists A’12 E ML +(R) 
such that (A1/2)2 = A. 
Proof. One verifies (a), (b), (c), and (e) by direct calculation. For (d), 
one notes that AX + XA = 2AX by (c) if X E M;‘(W), and hence 
X = ;A-‘B. If 
then take 
Al/2 = z b/2z 
-b/22 1 z ’ 
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where z = [(a + &-)/2]‘/’ > 0. Then AlI2 E M, +(I%) and (A1/2)2 = 
A. This proves (f). n 
LEMMA 4.7. Consider the real 2m-by-2m matrix 
C(a, b) 1; 
C(a,b) 1; 
B(a, b) = 
I 0 
where 
C(a,b)= [ _E i] CC, a,bER, 
andZ;=ZorZ(=OEM2 fori=l,..., m - 1. Then B(a, b) has a square root 
of the fnm 
J- 
c1’2 x 1.2 . X 1.m 
cl’2 x 2,3 . X 2.777 
B1/2 = E M27nw9 
X m-l,m 
_ 0 cl/2 
where C112, Xi, j E Ml +(R) for i = l,.. ., m - 1 and j = 2 ,..., m. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. For m = 1, B’12 = C112, and so 
we may take 
cl/2 = 
z b/2z 
- b/2z z I 
E M,+(R), 
zc( a+y)1’2,0, 
Then (C1/2)2 = C(a, b). Suppose the asserted result holds for all dimensions 
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up to 2(m - l), and set 
where 
C1’2 A 1,2 . 
C’12 A 2,3 
jjm G 
1 0 
A l,m-1 1 
A 2,m-1 
I 
E M2,m- 1) 
A m-2,m-1 
cl/2 
is the square root of the upper left comer of B( u, b) guaranteed by the 
induction hypothesis, and X = [XT -a. XL_,lT E M2cm_1j2 is to be de- 
termined, Xi E M, for i = 1,. . . , m - 1. We compute that ’ 
(p)2 = 
(p/2)2 9/2x + xc’/2 
1 I @a, b) i!i”2X + XC”2 (p/2)2 = 0 1 EM 0 C(a, b) 2m 
Now let 
E,=[Z 0 -.- OIT, E,=[O I 0 .a. O]‘,..., 
and 
E +1=[0 0 *** 0 zlTEM2(m-l),2r 
I,0 E M,. Then 
E~_,(@/2X+XC’~2)=[0 0 .-. 0 z](B”2X+XC1’2) 
= c’/2x 
*_I + x,_p2. 
Notice that the equation C1/2Xm_1 + X,_,C’/2 = IL-1 E M,+(R) has a 
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solution X m_l E MT +(Iw) by Proposition 4.6(d), since C112 E Mi ‘(W). Con- 
sequently, 
E;fi_2(@‘2X + XC1’2) = C1’2Xm_2 + Am-2,m-1Xm_l+ X,,_2C1’2 
= (C1’2Xm_2 + Xm-2C”2) + Am_2,m_lXm_l 
=oEM2+(R) 
has a solution X,_, in M;+(R), since A,_2m_1Xn,_1~M;+([W) by 
Proposition 4.6(c). 
In general, 
~z_i(g~/’ + XC”2) = (C”2X,_i + Xm_iC1’2) + C Am_i,kXk 
k=m-i+l 
=oEM;‘+(R) 
has a solution X ,_i~Ml+(IW), once the matrices X,, k=m-ifl,..., 
m - 1, have been found recursively, by Proposition 4.5(c), (d). Therefore, 
there exists X = [XT * .. XL_,]r E M2(,,_ij 2, Xi E Mi+([W) for all 
i = I..., m - 1, such that 
9/2x+xc1/2= [o . . . 0 z’lTEM2(“~-1),2, 
with either I’ = I or I’ = 0 E M,. This shows that there is a square root of the 
asserted form. W 
Notice that 
Cbb)= [ _; ;] 
is singular only when a = b = 0, and hence B( a, b) is nonsingular unless 
a = b = 0. Also notice that C1i2 E MT +(R) is nonsingular unless a = b = 0, 
and hence B112 is nonsingular unless a = b = 0. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let Q2JX) E M,, be a quasi-Jordan block corresponding 
to a given rwnreul scalar A. Then Q2,,,(X) is consimilar to u real matrix. 
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Proof. The quasi-Jordan block &,(A) has the form 
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where J,(A) E M, is a Jordan block with eigenvalue A. Now construct the 
permutation matrix P E M,, whose first m rows are e:, e:, ez,. . . , and 
whose last m rows are e:, e:, e$,. . . . The consimilarity PTQ2,(A)P = 
P- ‘Ql,(A)P results in a block Jordan matrix in which the diagonal blocks 
are 
0 1 
[ 1 x 0 
and the superdiagonal blocks are 
0 0 
[ 1 1 0’ 
Now compute 
K = w?2,OPl[ P-1Q2m(A)F] = m?,,O) Q2&) p* 
which has m identical diagonal %by-2 blocks of the form 
x 0 
[ 1 0 A’ 
and has m - 1 superdiagonal 2by-2 identity blocks. Notice that K is the 
Jordan canonical form of a real matrix and that 
C(a,b)= [ _g i], a=ReX, b=ImX, ZEM~; 
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the similarity is easily constructed with the direct sum of matrices of the form 
Notice that 
is nonsingular, since X + 0. Now apply Lemma 4.7 to conclude that K = B2 
for some nonsingular BE M,,(R). Hence Q,Q, ” B2 = BB, since I3 E 
M2,&R). Since Qh and B are nonsingular, Corollary 4.4 guarantees that 
Qx - 13 E M,,(R). n 
Assembling the information on hand, we now have a proof of a matrix 
analog of the fact that every complex number can be rotated into a real 
number in the complex plane. This result was obtained in a very different 
way by Asano and Nakayama [2, Satz 201. 
THEOREM 4.9. Evey square complex matrix is con-similar to a real 
matrix. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let C E M, be given. Then C = H for some A E M, 
if and only if C is similar to the square of a real matrix. 
Proof. Let A E M, be given. By Theorem 4.9 there exists a nonsingular 
S E M, and a matrix B E M,(R) such that A = S ‘BS. Therefore 
AA= (S-‘B$)( B) = S-‘BB -‘BS= S_‘BjjS = SP’B2S 
with B E M,(R). Conversely, if C = SB2S’ for some B E M,(R), then 
c = SB?Y = SBS-‘sBs-’ = (SW)( sss-‘). n 
We can now give a second proof of the fact that every matrix is 
consimilar to its complex conjugate. 
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COROLLARY 4.11. AEAforeveryAEM,. 
Proof. Let A E M, be given. By Theorem 4.9, there exists a nonsingular 
S E M, and B E_M,(R) such that S-‘A.?= B = B = splxSs, and hence 
(%-‘)A(%-l) = A. But since 
it follows that 
(ss-‘) -$sS-‘) = A, 
cs - 
and hence A - A. 
THEOREM 4.12 (Polar decomposition theorem for consimilarity). Let 
A E M,. Then A = B,E, = E,B,, where each Bi E M, is similar to a real 
matrix and each Ei E M, is such that EiEi = Z E M,, i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let A E M, be given. Then by Theorem 4.9 there exists a 
nonsingular matrix S E M, and a real matrix R E M,(R) such that A = 
S-‘RS. Let E = S-l% Then A= S-‘R(SSS’)S= (S-‘RS)E, and 
EE= (S-'s)( SF’s) = I. 
A factorization of the required form in the opposite order is now obtained by 
considering AT = B,E,. n 
Our polar decomposition theorem may be thought of as a generalization 
to matrices of the fact that for any a E C, a = rete where r E R and 
(eis)( F) = 1. 
This is different from the usual generalization in which A = PU with U 
unitary and P positive semidefinite Hermitian. 
Now we will show that any matrix is consimilar to a Hermitian matrix. 
We need the following simple lemma and a theorem of Hua [14], which we 
will state without proof. 
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LEMMA 4.12. Let N = J,(O) be an m-by-m Jordan block with eigenvalue 
zero. Then N is consimilar to a Hermitian matrix. 
Proof. Let S = (1-t iB)/& E M,, where the “backwards identity” 
B = [b. .] has b,,= 1 only for j = n - i + 1; all other entries are zero. Then 
S=S-“and SNS’=SNS=N+i(BN+NB)-BNB.Noticethat BN+NB 
is a real symmetric matrix and BNB = N *, so SNS = (N - N *) + i( BN + NB). 
Let R = ei”j41, and perform the final consimilarity R-‘(SNS)R = 
(BN + NB) + i( N - N *), which is Hermitian. n 
THEOREM 4.13 (Hua). Let B E M, be a given complex symmetric ma- 
trix. There exists a Hermitian H E M, such that HHT = HH = B if and only 
if 
(a) each negative eigenvalue of B has even algebraic multiplicity, and 
(b) any complex eigenvalues of B occur only in complex conjugate pairs. 
THEOREM 4.14. Let A E M, be given. Then there exists a Hermitian 
H E M, that is consimilar to A. 
Proof. We know that 
A2-b’ 
[ 1 0 N' 
where N = .lz and Js = JP@ QN@ Qc, Thus, 
where BT = B and H = H* is nonsingular. Here we use the fact that every 
complex matrix is similar to a complex symmetric matrix [12, Theorem 4.4.91, 
Hua’s Theorem 4.13, and the explicit forms of QN and Qc given in Theorem 
3.1. Therefore, J,j, L HE by the Witt cancellation theorem, and Ja 2 H by 
Corollary 4.2. By Lemma 4.12, N ” H’ for some Hermitian matrix H’, and 
hence we have 
which is Hermitian. n 
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If A, B E M, are consimilar, then AA and BB are similar. Thus, the 
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of M are a set of consimilarity 
invariants for A (but not, of course, a complete set). Of these coefficients, the 
first and last (the trace and determinant) are two easily computed consimilar- 
ity invariants. 
THEOREM 4.15. 
con-similar, then 
Let A = [aijJ, B = [bij] E M, be given. Zf A and B are 
(a) ]det A ( = ]det B (; 
(b) (det A] equals the product of the points in the conspectrum of A, 
counting multiplicities; 
(c) X;j_l~ijaji = Z;j=l bijbji; 
(d) CY,j=l a i jii ji is real and equals the sum of the points in the conspec- 
trum of A, counting multiplicities. 
Proof. The identities in (a) and (c) follow from det AA= det BB and 
trfi= tr& The assertions in (b) and (d) follow from (a) and (c) if B is 
chosen to be the concanonical form of A in Theorem 3.1; then det BE and 
tr Z3B are easily computed in terms of the conspectrum of A. W 
The concanonical form has been used to give an interesting analog of a 
well-known theorem of Roth [17] on solution of the matrix equation AX - XB 
= C. For a proof and a discussion on related results see [4]. 
THEOREM 4.16 (Bevis, HaU, and Hartwig). Let A E M,, B f M,, and 
CEM*,tn be given. There exists a matrix X E M,,, such that AX - XB = C 
if and only if 
A 0 
[ 1 0 B is con.similur to A C [ 1 0 B’ 
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